
Securities Commission or similar authority in Canada has in 
way passed upon the merits of the securities offered hereum 

and any representation to the contrary is an offence.
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CANAAN EXPLORERS LIMITED /0^

PROSPECTUS /^?V

^\ ~
Offering 150,000 common shares without par value.C^ ^

%7-r^ 
NEW ISSUE X*-UJiii

UNDERWRITTEN PRICE NET PROCEEDS MAXIMUM -
PER SHARE TO CORPORATION OFFERING PR! S

_________ _______ ___________ PER SHARE Q

150,000 304 S45,000.00 604

The purpose of this issue is to provide the Corporation with funds to 
Implement the recommended exploration program on its Warden Township 
Property and for general corporate expenses. (See sections headed 
"Warden Township Property" and "Use of Proceeds".)

SECONDARY OFFERING

75,000 shares, the proceeds of which will accrue to H. E. Smith 
Securities Limited, the selling shareholder, and not to the 
treasury of the Corporation. These shares will be offered only 
after the offering and sale of the 150,000 shares underwritten.

THERE IS NO MARKET FOR THE SHARES OF THE CORPORATION. 

THESE ARE SPECULATIVE SECURITIES.

Underwriter

H, E, SMITH SECURITIES LIMITED
Suite 903, 111 Richmond Street West, 

Toronto, Ontario.

This Prospectus is dated June' 12, 1974...
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CANAAN EXPLORERS LIMITED 

PROSPECTUS

HISTORY AND BUSINESS

CANAAN EXPLORERS LIMITED (the "Corporation") was incorpor
ated 

1n Ontario under The Business Corporations Act, 1970, by Articles of 

Incorporation dated April 4, 1974 for the purposes of acquiring and 

carrying on the exploration and development of mining claims and 

properties. The Head Office of the Corporation is located at Suite 805, 

88 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.

WARDEN TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

Pursuant to Agreement in writing dated June 10, 1974, the 

Corporation acquired from H. E. Smith Securities Limited, Suite 903, 

111 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario (the "Vendor") a group of 

six (6) unpatented mining claims in Warden Township, Larder Lake 

Mining Division, Province of Ontario, comprising 240 acre
s (hereinafter 

referred to as the "Warden Township Property"). As consideration for 

the Warden Township Property, the Corporation allotted and issued to 

the Vendor 750,000 fully paid and non-assessable shares 
in the capital 

of the Corporation, of which 675,000 shares are held in escrow on the 

terms set out herein under the heading "Escrowed Shares". A value of 

S15,000.00 was attributed by the Corporation to the 750,000 shares so 

Issued, The Vendor purchased the Warden Township Property at a cost 

to it of $1,800.00 and, to the knowledge of the Corporation, 1s the 

only party entitled to a greater than five per cent (5fc) Interest 1n 

the consideration paid by the Corporation.

TITLE:

The six (6) claims comprising the Warden Township Property 

were staked by Charles Guiho of the City of Timmins, Ontario, and 

recorded by him on June 21, 1973 with the Mining Recorder for the 

Larder Lake Mining Division of Ontario as numbers L372712
 to L372717 

inclusively. The claims are in good standing until June 21, 1974 

and an extension until December 31, 1974 of the time for performance 

and recording of the first year's assessment work has been granted 

by the Mining and Lands Commissioner for Ontario. The claims are 

presently recorded in the name of John T. Tokarsky, 88 University 

Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, as trustee for the Corporation.

Under the mining laws of Ontario, assessment work must be 

performed and recorded on the claims in order to keep them in good 

standing from year to year. After 200 days assessment work has been 

recorded on any of the claims and a survey thereof, obtained, the
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Ivince of Ontario will grant a mining lease for a term of twenty- 
one (21) years at a rental of SI.00 per acre for the first year and 
25tf per acre for subsequent years. If the mining rights only are 
leased, the rental for subsequent years is lOtf per acre.

LOCATION AND ACCESS:

The Warden Township Property is in the form of a rectangular 
block in the north-west corner of Warden Township about 15 miles north 
east of the town of Matheson. The claim group may be reached by good 
secondary roads from Matheson to Painkiller Lake and then by canoe along 
a creek and the Shallow River which flows across the property. A 
preferable means of access to the property is by helicopter from 
Timmins, some 50 air miles to the west. The nearest source of electrical 
power is in Matheson.

HISTORY AND GEOLOGY:

Exploration activity in the region of Warden Township dates 
back to the 1930's when several neighbouring townships were prospected 
for gold. In the 1950's Johns-Manville developed an asbestos mine in 
Munro Township to the south and in the 1960's the discovery made by 
Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. in Kidd Township sparked a surge of exploration 
for base metal s.

To the knowledge of the Corporation no work has been done on 
the Warden Township Property with the exception of airborne geophysical 
surveys conducted over six townships in 1970 for the Ontario Department 
of Mines.

The following is a summary of the conclusions, recommendations 
and estimated costs as set out in the report of John R. Boissoneault, 
B.Se., P. Eng., dated June 5, 1974, which report 1s available for 
inspection in the public files of the Ontario Securities Commission.

The property covers an area of folded Archean metavolcanlcs, 
consisting of felsic and Intermediate flows, cut by mafic or ultramafic 
intrusives. Two helicopter borne radlophase E-M anomalies occur on the 
property. Both of these have negative quadrature responses and one of 
them coincides with a strong magnetic dipole, as indicated by aero- 
magnetics. According to Interpretation of helicopter borne aeromagnetics 
and available geological data, the coincident magnetic and electromagnetic 
anomalies He in the vicinity of a north-south trending fault near a 
contact between felsic and intermediate flows and a mafic or ultramafic 
Intrusive.

Because of the nature of the anomalies and the geological 
setting, Mr. Boissoneault is of the opinion that these could be caused by 
concentrations of sulfide minerals which may contain base metals. A pre 
liminary exploration program, designed to locate "massive sulfide" bodies 
has been recommended, to include the staking of 5 or 6 additional claims to protect 
and extend the group and the performance of ground magnetometer and electromagnetic 
surveys at an estimated cost of 17,900.00. The Corporation intends to carry out the 
recommended preliminary program and would be prepared to follow up with diamond 
drilling if warranted.
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PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION

The Corporation has entered into an Agreement in writing 
dated June 10, 1974, with H. E. Smith Securities Limited, 111 
Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario, (the "Underwriter"), pursuant 
to which the Underwriter, on its own behalf and for its own account, 
agreed to underwrite the following shares of the Corporation:

FIRMLY PRICE NET AMOUNT TO
UNDERWRITTEN PER SHARE BE RECEIVED BY
_________ _______ CORPORATION

150,000 30* $45,000.00

The purchase price of $45,000.00 for the 150,000 shares underwritten 
is payable within three (3) business days after the date of acceptance 
of this Prospectus by the Ontario Securities Commission.

The Corporation is not aware of any outstanding or proposed 
assignments, options or sub-underwriting agreements with respect to any 
of the aforementioned underwritten shares.

The shares offered hereby will be offered by the Underwriter, 
which is a registered security dealer, at a price to be determined 
which will not be more than the maximum offering price as set out on 
the cover of this Prospectus under the heading "New Issue". The 
Underwriter may sell or offer the shares for sale as principal or it 
may engage the services from time to time of other registered security 
dealers as agents, and pay them a commission of not more than 253? of 
the selling price.

The only persons having a greater than 556 Interest in H.E. 
Smith Securities Limited {the "Underwriter" and the "Vendor") are 
Harry Eric Smith, 58 Shallmar Boulevard, Toronto, Ontario* and Allan 
Lindzon, 25 Cedar Springs Grove, Downsview, Ontario.

SECONDARY OFFERING

H. E. Smith Securities Limited, the selling shareholder, as 
Vendor of the Warden Township Property, may sell up to 75,000 shares 
as a secondary offering under this Prospectus. The said 75,000 shares 
will be offered only after the offering and sale of the 150,000 shares 
underwritten, and may be offered for sale by the Underwriter or through 
other registered security dealers on the same basis as the underwritten 
shares.



CAPITALIZATION 

Number of shares and amount in dollars (in brackets).

DESIGNATION AUTHORIZATION BY OUTSTANDING AT OUTSTANDING AT OUTSTANDING
OF SECURITY ARTICLES OF JUNE 10, 1974 JUNE 12, 1974 IF ALL SHARES

INCORPORATION BEING OFFERED
—————— ________ ———————— _________ ARE SOLD (1)

Common 3,000,000 750,003 750,003 900,003 
shares .(SI,500,000 (S15,003) (S15,003) (S60,003) 
without maximum) 
par value

(1) This figure reflects the sale of the 150,000 shares underwritten.

DESCRIPTION OF SHARES

The Corporation has only one class of shares. Each issued 
share carries one vote at each meeting of the shareholders, and 
participates equally in such dividends as may be declared by the 
Directors. There are no conversion rights and there are no preemptive 
rights, special liquidation rights, or subscription rights attached 
to the shares. The presently outstanding shares are fully paid and 
non-assessable and the shares offered hereby will be fully paid and 
non-assessable.

ESCROWED SHARES

DESIGNATION NUMBER OF SHARES PERCENTAGE OF 
OF SECURITY HELD IN ESCROW CLASS (1)

Common Shares
without par value 675,000 7 51

(1) Calculated on the basis of there being 900,003 shares Issued 
and outstanding following the sale of the 150,000 shares 
underwritten.

As of the date hereof, 675,000 shares are held in escrow 
by The Sterling Trusts Corporation, Toronto, Ontario, under the terms 
of an Escrow Agreement dated June 10, 1974, made between the holder 
of the said shares (that is, H. E. Smith Securities Limited), the 
said The Sterling Trusts Corporation as Trustee, and the Corporation.
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the said Escrow Agreement Is in the form required under the Securities 
Act of Ontario and provides, in part, that the shares deposited 
thereunder shall not be sold, assigned, hypothecated, alienated, 
released from escrow, transferred within escrow or otherwise in any 
manner dealt with, without the express consent, order, or direction 
in writing of the Ontario Securities Commission being first had and 
obtained. The Agreement further provides, in part, that in the event 
of any loss, alienation, failure to acquire a marketable title, 
abandonment or discontinuance of development or diminution of value 
of the property for which the said shares had been issued as part 
consideration thereof, the said shares shall be tendered back to the 
Corporation by way of gift or for cancellation.

REGISTRAR AND TRANSFER AGENT

The Sterling Trusts Corporation, 372 
Ontario, is the Registrar and Transfer Agent 
Corporation's capital.

Bay Street, Toronto, 
of shares in the

AUDITOR

Mr. T. H. Bernholtz, B. Comm., M.A., Chartered Accountant, 
330 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, is the Corporation's Auditor.

USE OF PROCEEDS

The net proceeds to be received by the Corporation from the 
sale of the 150,000 underwritten shares is estimated at approximately 
137,000.00, after deducting an estimated SS.OOO.OO for organizational, 
legal, auditing, registration and other expenses incurred 1n respect 
of this offering and the cost of obtaining the Report of John R. 
Boissoneault on the Warden Township Property. The estimated net 
proceeds from the underwritten shares will be used for general 
operating expenses and to pay the cost of carrying out the first phase
of the program of 
Property estimated

exploration on 
at S7,900.00.

the Corporation's Warden Township

While the Corporation has no present plans in this regard, 
monies in its treasury from time to time may also be used for the 
acquisition, staking, exploring and developing of other properties, 
either alone or in consort with others, and generally to carry out
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explorational programs as opportunities and finances may permit, but so long as shares of the Corporation are in the course of distribution to the public, such monies will not be used without an amendment to this Prospectus being filed.
Monies in the Corporation's treasury will not be used to invest, underwrite or trade in securities other than those that qualify as investments in which life insurance companies may under the laws'of Canada invest their funds. Should the Corporation propose to use monies in its treasury to acquire securities other than as afore-mentioned after distribution of the securities offered by this Prospectus has ceased, approval by the shareholders will be obtained and disclosure will be made to the regulatory authorities having jurisdiction over the sale of shares offered by this Prospectus Additionally, monies will not be advanced to other persons or corporations except to the extent necessary to enable the Corporation to Implement its exploration and development program as set forth in the Prospectus and any Amendment thereto.

PRINCIPAL HOLDERS OF SHARES

The following table sets out the holdings of each person or corporation known to the Corporation to own of record or beneficially, directly or indirectly, more than 1058 of the issued shares of the Corporation.
NAME AND ADDRESS DESIGNATION 
OF SHAREHOLDER OF CLASS

TYPE OF NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE OWNERSHIP SHARES OWNED OF CLASS (1)

H. E. Smith
Securities Limited
Suite 903,
111 Richmond Street
West,
Toronto, Ontario.

Common 
Shares

Direct,of 
record and 
beneficial

750,000

(1) Calculated on the basis of there being 750,003 shares issued and outstanding immediately prior to the sale of the 150,000 shares underwritten.

The following table sets out the holdings of each of the principal shareholders before and after the sale to the public of all of the shares offered under this Prospectus, calculated on the basis of there being 900,003 shares issued and outstanding, and assuming the sale to the public of all of the 150,000 shares underwritten, and the 75,000 free vendor shares:
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BEFORE OFFERING

Number of Percentage 
Shares Held of Class

AFTER OFFERING

Number of Percentage
Shares Held of Class

H. E. Smith
Securities
Limited

Public

750,000 

NIL.

100* 

NIL

675,000

225,000

75* 

25*

As at the date of this Prospectus, the directors and senior 
officers of the Corporation as a group owned beneficially three (3) 
shares.

MANAGEMENT

The
occupations 
Officers of

following are the 
for the past five 
the Corporation:

names, addresses 
(5) years of the

NAME. ADDRESS. AND PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION

CALEB BASIL JARVIS,
25 St. Mary St., Apt. 2003,
Toronto, Ontario.
Self-employed as a journalist and
numismatic consultant.
He is a director of Mill Creek
Explorations Limited, Golden Bounty
Mining Company Limited and Keltic
Mines Limited.

JOHN THOMAS TOKARSKY 
90 Peckham Avenue, 
Willowdale, Ontario. 
Accountant and Corporate Secretary. 
Until June 1969, in the employ of Robert 
Brown Corporate Services Ltd., 366 Bay 
Street, Toronto, Ontario, and with 
Shlesinger Corporate Services Ltd., 
Suite 203, 350 Bay Street, Toronto, 
Ontario, until September 30, 1971. 
Since then, he has been self-employed 
under the name "Tokarsky Corporate 
Services".

and principal 
Directors and

POSITION IN CORPORATION

President 4 
Director

Secretary-Treasurer
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WILLIAM P. MCGILL,
1060 Argyle Drive, OakvUle, Ontario. 
Consulting Geologist. Until December 
1968, Chairman of Spartan Air Services, 
and practised his profession as a 
Consulting Geologist. Until October 
1971, President of William P. McGill 
Associates, a management and consulting 
engineering firm. Since October 1971, 
he has been self-employed.

JOHN THOMAS HIRTZ,
R.R. #3, Schomberg, Ontario.
Real Estate Salesman.
He is a director of Kingdom Minerals
Limited. Proudearth Explorations Inc.
and Shadrack Mining Limited

Director

Director

REMUNERATION OF MANAGEMENT

During the period from incorporation (April 4, 1974} to date, no remuneration has been paid or is payable to the Directors and Senior Officers of the Corporation. In future, John Thomas Tokarsky, Secretary-Treasurer of the Corporation, is to be paid at a rate of up to S250.00 per month for furnishing the Corporation with Head Office accommodation and facilities* stenographic, accounting and secretarial services. Such payment will be varied from time to time 1n relation to the activities of the Corporation. Each Director and the Secretary-Treasurer/Is entitled to be paid SBO.OO for each meeting of the Directors and/or Shareholders attended by him and to be reimbursed for all out-of-pocket and travelling expenses Incurred while engaged 1n the Interests of the Corporation. Mr, William P. McGW will be paid a fee of 150.00 per month for providing the Corporation with advice and counsel 1n technical mining matters, during the period of exploration activity.

PROMOTER

H. E. Smith Securities Limited, being the Vendor to the Corporation of the Warden Township Property and the major shareholdei of the Corporation, may be considered the Promoter. For particulars of the consideration paid to the Vendor pursuant to the Vendor's Agreement dated June 10, 1974, see the section headed "Warden Township Property".
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INTEREST OF MANAGEMENT AND OTHERS IN MATERIAL TRANSACTIONS

Reference is made to the sections Property" and "Promoter" for the interest
headed "Warden 
of H. E. Smith

Township 
SecuritiesLimited in the Vendor's Agreement dated June 10, 1974, and the section headed "Plan of Distribution" for the interests of H. E. Smith Securities Limited in the Underwriting Agreement dated June 10, 1974.

PRELIMINARY EXPENSES

Preliminary administrative expenses incurred and estimated to date, including the cost of this offering are SB,000.00. (See section headed "Use of Proceeds"). Administrative expenses for the balance of the year are estimated at S4,000.00. Reference is made to the cost estimate of John R. Boissoneault, B. Se., P. Eng., in the section headed "Warden Township Property" for the recommended exploration program. Future exploration expenditures cannot be estimated at this time, as these will depend on the results of the preliminary program.

on since

MATERIAL CONTRACTS

The material contracts entered into by the Corporati its incorporation are as follows:-
1. Agreement dated June 10, 1974 between H. E. SmithSecurities Limited as Vendor and the Corporation as Purchaser. (For particulars see section headed "Warden Township Property".)
2. Underwriting Agreement dated June 10, 1974 between the Corporation and H. E. Smith Securities Limited. (For particulars see section headed "Plan of Distribution".)
3. Escrow Agreement dated June 10, 1974 between The Sterling Trusts Corporation, H.E. Smith Securities Limited and the Corporation. (For particulars see section headed "Escrowed Shares".)

During distribution of the shares offered by this Prospectus, copies of the afore-mentioned agreements may be inspected at the Head Office of the Corporation during normal business hours.
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PURCHASER'S STATUTORY RIGHTS OF WITHDRAWAL AND RESCISSION

The Securities Act, (R.S.O. 1970 c.426) as Amended provides, in effect, that where a security is offered to the public in the course of distribution:-

(a) a purchaser will not be bound by a contract for the purchase 
of .such security if written or telegraphic notice of his 
intention not to be bound is received by the Vendor or 
his agent not later than midnight on the second business 
day after the Prospectus or Amended Prospectus offering 
such security is received or is deemed to be received by him 
or his agent; and

(b) a purchaser has the right to rescind a contract for the 
purchase of such security, while still the owner thereof, 
if the Prospectus and any Amended Prospectus offering 
such security contains an untrue statement of a material 
fact or omits to state a material fact necessary in order to make any statement therein not misleading in the light 
of the circumstances in which it was made, but no action 
to enforce this right can be commenced by a purchaser after 
the expiration of ninety (90) days from the later of the 
date of such contract or the date on which such Prospectus 
or Amended Prospectus is received or is deemed to be received 
by him or his agent.

Reference is made to Sections 64 and 65 of The Securities Act (R.S.O. 1970 c. 426) as Amended, for the complete text of the provisions under which the above-mentioned rights are conferred.
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To The Directors
Canaan Explorers Limited
Toronto, Ontario

I have examined the "balance sheet of Canaan Explorers 
Limited as at June 10, 197^ and in connection therewith reviewed 
such supporting evidence as I considered necessary in the circum 
stances*

In my opinion, the accompanying "balance sheet presents 
fairly the financial position of the Corporation as at June 10, 

in aocordanoe with generally accepted accounting principles.

Toronto, Ontario 
June 12, 197^

T.H. Bernholtz 
Chartered Accountant
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CANAAN EXPLORERS LIMITED

BALANCE SHEET 

AS AT JUNE 10, 197*f

**

ASSETS '

Cash on hand # 3*00

Mining claims and properties (Note 1) 15|000.00

Organization expenses, estimated 8,000.00
\ 

OIMl^MMMM*

#23,003.00

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

Accounts payable, estimated 8,000.00 

Capital stock (Note 2) 

Authorized: f

3,000,000 shares, without par value, not to 
exceed ^1,500,000.00

Allotted - to be issued

For cash 3 shares , 3*00

For properties 750,000 shares '15*000.00

&23.003.00

accompanying notes are an integral part of this balance sheet.

Approved on bahalf-'-pf—the Board of Directors:

'-\\^r^"t̂ ŝ  Director

Director
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CANAAN EXPLORERS LIMITED 

NOTES TO BALANCE SHEET 

AS AT JUNE 10. 1974

Note 1. The mining claims consist of six unpatented mining claims in 
Warden Township, Larder Lake Mining Division, Province of 
Ontario, and are valued "by the Directors at the consideration 
attributed to 750,000 shares of the Corporation's capital 
stock issued therefore.

Note 2. By agreement dated June 10, 197*1 the underwriter has agreed
to firmly purchase 150*000 shares of the Corporation's capital 
stock at 30^ per share, payable within three business days of 

" the day on which the shares shall be qualified for public sale.

Note 3* A statement of source and application of funds from incorpora 
tion (April 4, 1974) to June 10, 1974 has not been included 
as the Corporation has not yet commenced operations.
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There are no other material facts.

The foregoing constitutes full, true and plain disclosure of all 
material facts relating to the securities offered by this Prospectus 
as required by Part VII of The Securities Act (Ontario) and 
Regulations thereunder.

DATED the 12th day of June , 1974.

"GALE B. JARVIS" "JOHN T. TOKARSKY" 

Chief Executive Officer Chief Financial Officer

"JOHN T. HIRTZ" "WILLIAM P. McGILL" 

Director Director

PROMOTER:

H. E. SMITH SECURITIES LIMITED

Per: "A. Lindzon"

To the best of our knowledge, information and belief, the foregoing 
constitutes full, true and plain disclosure of all material facts 
relating to the securities offered by this Prospectus as required 
by Part VII of The Securities Act, (Ontario) and Regulations thereunder,

DATED the 12th day of June , 1974.

H. E. SMITH SECURITIES LIMITED

Per: "A. Lindzon"

UNDERWRITER
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for

CANAAN EXPLORERS LIMITED 

TORONTO, ONTARIO

JOHN R. BOISSONSAULT, B.Se., P.Eng, 

Geologist, Engineer

June 5, 1974



S U M H A R Y

The following report is the writer's evaluation of a 

base metal prospect, consisting of six claims in Warden Town 

ship, northeast of Itetheson, Ontario in the Larder Lake Mining 

Division, for Canaan Explorers Limited of Toronto, Ontario.

The property covers an area of folded Archean meta- 

volcanics, consisting of felsic and intermediate flows, cut by 

mafic or ultramafic intrusives. Two helicopter borne radiophase 

E-M anomalies occur on the property. Both of these have negative 

quadrature responses and one of them coincides with a strong 

magnetic dipole, as indicated by aeroaagnetics. According to 

interpretation of helicopter borne aeromagnetics and available 

geological data, the coincident magnetic and electromagnetic 

anomalies lie in the vicinity of a north-south trending fault 

near a contact between felsic and intermediate flows and a mafic 

or ultramafic intrusive.

Because of the nature of the anomalies and the geologic 

al setting, the writer is of the opinion that these could be 

caused by concentrations of sulfide minerals which may contain 

base metals. A preliminary exploration program, designed to 

locate "massive sulfide" bodies, is therefore recommended. 

This is to be followed up' by diamond drilling, if so warranted 

\ by the results of the preliminary program.
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INTRODUCTION

At the request of the directors of Canaan Explorers 

Limited of Toronto, Ontario, the writer has prepared the fol 

lowing report on a base metal prospect in Warden Township, 

northeast of Matheson, Ontario. The report is based on sources 

of information from the Division of Mines, Ministry of Natural 

Resources, including map 2205 Geological compilation series 

(Tininins-Kirkland Lake), Preliminary Maps Nos. P. 642 and P. 660 

{V/arden Township) and assessment work reports on file at the 

Resident Geologist's office in Kirkland Lake, Ontario, as well 

as the writer's personal previous visit to the property in June 

of 1973 and his knowledge of the general area. The report is 

an evaluation of the property as a base metal prospect and 

includes recommendations for an exploration program.

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION:

The property consists of six unpatented, 40 acre mining 

claims, a total of 240 acres, which were staked by Charles 

Guiho of Timnins, Ontario on two different dates. Three claims 

(L-372712 to L-372714) were staked June 11, 1973 and the remain 

ing three claims (L-372715 to L-372717) were staked on June 12, 

1973. All six were recorded on June 21, 1973 and are in good 

standing until June 21, 1974.

The claim group is in the form of a rectangular block, 

the north boundary of which is about 2,000 feet from the north 

boundary of Warden Township; the west boundary of the property 

is about one mile from the west boundary of the same township.
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This is in the Larder Lake Mining Division, about 15 wiles 

northeast of the town of I-2atheson in northeastern Ontario.

The following is a list of the claim numbers and their 

dates of staking and recording:
CLAIM - 
NUJTB3F.

372712

372713

372714

372715

372716

372717

DATS OF STAKING

June 11, 1973
tt

•t

June 12, 1973
i?

tt

DATS OF RECORDING

June 21, 1973
!t

•t

June 21, 1973
it

tt

DATE OF 2XPIRY

June 21, 1974
it

"

n

"

•t

)

The location of the clains is shown on the accompanying 

claim and radiophase E-M, and location maps.

ACCSSSIBILITY:

The claim group may be reached from I-Iatheson via good 

secondary roads up to Painkiller Lake and then by canoe along 

a small creek \-;hich eventually joins the Shallow River which 

flows across the property. This method, of course, is difficult 

and the writer recommends access by helicopter from Timmins, a 

distance of about 50 air miles, or possibly from Matheson, a 

distance of about 15 air miles. Both Timmins and Matheson are 

joined to Toronto by paved highways and by railways.

Water is available in moderate quantities fron the 

Shallow River, which crosses the property. The nearest source 

of electrical power is in Matheson.
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TOPOG-RAPHY AMD GLI?1AT3;

The claim block covers a lov; fait area and has a heavy 

bush cover of cedar and spruce swamp with poplar trees in the 

dryer areas. It is drained by the Shallow River (Creek) which 

flov/s southward across the property and then westward into the 

Black River. The overburden is generally quite thin and there 

are a few small outcrops on the central portion of the property. 

Bedrock is exposed in the southern half of the township and 

in the townships east and west over considerable areas.

The total yearly precipitation in the region is about 

30 inches of rain and 120 inches of snow. The mean temperatures 

for July and January are 600F and 3OF respectively, the climate 

being north continental in nature, with freeze up usually occur 

ring in late November, and break up in late April or early I-Iay.

HISTORY:

Exploration activity in the region dates back at least 

to the 1930's when Munro, Beatty and the southern part of Coulson 

Townships were prospected for gold. Since then, there was a 

surge of exploration for asbestos in the early 1950 T s, following 

the development of the Munro Hine of Johns-Manville, and for 

base metals in the early 1960 ! s, following the discovery of the 

Kidd Creek ore body of Texas Gulf Sulfur Co, During this last 

period, the Munro Copper (Center Hill) copper zinc deposit, in 

the northern part of Munro Township, was put into production.

In 1964 and 1965, Area Mines conducted a ground geo 

physical and diamond drilling program on a block of claims to
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the south and west of the property and three short holes were 
drilled near the Goulson-Warden boundary. An airborne Helicopter, 
Magnetic and Kadiophase electromagnetic survey v;as conducted by 
Barringer Research Limited over six townships, for the Ontario 
Department of Mines in July of 1970. The area covered included 
Warden Township and the property, the results of this survey 
being an important part of this report. Johns-Banville has 
recently been conducting an exploration program for base metals 
on a group of claims, about half a mile east of the property.

There is no record of any ground geophysics, geochemistry 
or diamond drilling done on the property in the past, nor has 
any such v/ork been done, to the writer's knowledge.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL GEOLOGY:

The property lies near the western extremity of a gold 
and base metal bearing "greenstone" belt which extends in an 
east-west direction across northeastern Ontario. These zones 
of Archean rocks occur within the Superior Province of the 
Precambrian Shield and consist of isoclinally folded volcanic 
and sedimentary rocks, intruded by several ages of felsic and 
mafic to ultramafic plutons, and generally metamorphosed to 
the greenschist facies. A large fault zone, known as the Destor- 
Porcupine Fault, crosses the region in an east-west direction 
about 14 miles to the south of the property and several sub 
sidiary faults extend to 'the north and south. One of these 

) faults comes to within three miles of the property to the east.

Unfortunately, there is little geologic information
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available on the northwest quarter of Warden Township; the 

area surrounding the claim group, is shown as unsubdivided 

intermediate and mafic metavolcanics on Geological Compilation 

Map 2205. The geology must be interpreted from the O.D.M. 

Aeromagnotic survey using the few small outcrop exposed on the 

property, the three drill holes of Area Mines, and the work of 
Johns-ManviIle. The geological interpretations are shown on 

the fourth map in the appendix.

A series of mafic to ultramafic layersd sill remnants 
extend across the northwest corner of Warden Township. These 

are well indicated by the aeromagnetic survey and were inter 
sected by the drilling of Area Mines near the Coulson-Warden 

boundary. There is some indication that the sill remnants 
were gently folded and one of them appears to be displaced by 

faulting, alons the western boundary of the property and just 

east of the Coulson-Warden line.

To the north of this sill remnant, and on the central 
portion of the property, are a few small outcrop of sheared, 
lightly chloritized dacite, containing light disseminations of 
fine pyrite. To the south, the drill holes of Area 'Mines have 
cut a section of felsic metavolcanics and associated sediments 
including rhyolite, massive and brecciated, black argillites, 
tuffs and siliceous sediments. These rocks contain various 
amounts of pyrite {up to 10^) and the rhyolite contains "traces 
of chalcopyrite". Small quantities'" of sphalerite occur in 
graphitic sections in the siliceous sediments.

The metavolcanic rocks appear to have a general east-west
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trend and to dip steeply southward, to the south of the property 

forming the north limb of a syncline, v/hose east-west striking 

axis crosses the central part of the township. These meta- 

volcanics, stratigraphicly underlie "Teniscamian" type.sediments 

which outcrop near the axis of the syncline.

GEOPHYSICS;

O.D.M. Preliraary !!ap No. P.642 (Aeromagnetic Survey, 

Warden Township) shows t:ie total intensity contours for that 

township on a scale of l inch * ft mile. This Helicopter 

Airborne survey was flown using a Barringer ATI 104 proton mag 

netometer with a sensitivity of one gamma at an altitude of 

200 feet, along flight lines about 1/8 mile apart. The aero- 

magnetics for the area surrounding the property, aro shown on 

the second map in the appendix. They indicate considerable 

variation in the susceptibility of the underlying rocks, with 

the higher intensities reflecting the mafic to ultramafic in- 

trusives, and the lower intensities reflecting the volcanic 

rocks to the north and south.

Magnetic anomalies of particular interest, are the 

high on the eastern part of claim L-372715 and the lov; crossing 

the north boundary of claim L-372712. These appear to be a 

dipole caused by a body striking north-south, dipping steeply 

westward, and plunging to the north. According to the writer's 

geological interpretation, this body lies along the edge of a 

mafic intrusive, near a north-south trending fault.

O.D.M. Preliminary T-3ap No. P.660 (Helicopter Radiophase
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Survey, Warden Totmship) shows ttie inphase contours on a scale 

of l inch s i mile. The portion of the survey covering the 

area surrounding the property, is shown on the third map in 

the appendix. This survey was flown using the Barringer Radio- 

phase System which utilized the electromagnetic field, radiated 

from the V.L.F. transniitter at Cutler, Maine at a frequency of 

17.6 kilocycles. The inphase component of the secondary field 

is expressed as a percentage of the primary field in the con 

tours, and the quadrature component is indicated as spotted 

values.

Two electromagnetic anomalies of particular interest 

occur on the property. Both are "one line" conductors with 

moderate inphase values and both have negative quadrature values, 

One of these occurs along the boundary between claims L-372715 

and L-372712, and coincides with the magnetic high previously 

discussed. The other occurs on the south half of claim L-372714 

and apparently has no magnetic coincidence. Since these are 

"one line" anomalies, it is not possible to ascertain strike or 

dip from the data. - .

CONCLUSIONS AMD RBCOHIKNDATIONS:

Contact areas between felsic volcanic rocks and inter 

mediate or mafic volcanics, are geological settings in which 

many "massive sulfide" deposits are found in the Superior 

Province of the Precambrian Shield. This is particularly true 

in the vicinity of mafic or ultramafic intrusives and north- 

south trending fault zones. If the interpretations are correct,
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it appears that these three conditions exist in the case of 
the coincident magnetic and electromagnetic anomalies, on the 
western part of the property {see Geological Interpretation 
I-iap). Also, negative quadrature responses, such as those 
obtained in the' cases of both electromagnetic anonalies on the 
property, are normally associated with bedrock .structures of 
higher conductivity such as sulfide zones or certain faults or 
shear zones. Because of the nature of the anomalies and the . 
geological environment, they could be caused by sulfide con 
centrations which might contain base metals, such as the one 
on the Center Hill (Munro copper) property in Munro Township to 
the south.

For these reasons, it is the writer's opinion that 
exploration programs designed to locate "massive sulfide" de 
posits on the property, are v/arranted and should be undertaken 
by the company. Since the negative part of the magnetic dipole, 
trends off the property, to the north, the claim block should be 
extended in that direction, if this is possible, and to the 
west, by staking five or six additional claims in order to 
adequately protect the prospect, prior to conducting these pro 
grams (see fourth map in appendix). Once this is done, the 
company should proceed in the following manner: first, picket 
lines should be established in a north-south direction, 300 
feet apart, and chained from an east-west base line, with sta 
tions established at 100 foot intervals; secondly, a horizontal 
loop electromagnetic survey, v/ith a 300 foot coil separation, 
and a low frequency (600 cps), should be conducted alor^j these



lines; thirdly, a magnetometer survey should be carried out 
at the sane time. During the course of these programs, all 
outcrop occurring near the grid lines, should be mapped by the 
engineer in charge. These surveys should better define the 
anomalous areas on the property and provide additional data 
regarding the attitude and nature of these anomalies. It may 
be necessary to do additional coverage on the western part of 
the property, possibly along east-west lines, since the strike 
direction, on this part of the property, nay be north-south. 
The company should be prepared to arrange additional financing 
for diamond drilling, should this be indicated by the results 
of the ground geophysical surveys.

The following is an estimate of the costs of these 
recommended programs: 

Staking and recording of six additional claims........S 350
Line cutting, 15 miles, at ftllO/raile.................. 1,6^0
Horizontal Loop 2-?4 survey, 14 miles, at

SlSO/mile.......................................... l,680
Magnetometer survey, 14 miles, at f.SO/mile............ 1,120
Geological mapping {if possible)...................... 400
Supervision, engineering and other costs.............. 1,000
Access by helicopter (mobilization and

demobilization).................................... 1,000

Subtotal............................................. .67.200

t lOJo contingency factor.............................. 700

TOTAL................................;................37,900
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Respectfully submitted,

JRB/lb

June 5, 1974

^ , B. Se., P. Sng,
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CERTIFICATE

I, JOHN R. BOISSONSAULT, hereby certify

1. that I ara an exploration and mining geologist residing at 6?0 Spruce Street North, in Tinniins, Ontario;

2. that I am a ras aber, of the Association of Professional Engineers in the Province of Ontario, and a Fello\v of the 
Geological Association of Canada;

3. that I an a graduate of McGill University, I960, and Northern College School of Mines, 1956;

4. that I have been engaged in the practice of my profession for nine years;

5. that I have no interest, direct or indirect, nor do I expect to receive any such interest in the properties or securities of CANAAN EXPLORERS LIMITED

Geologist r Sngiii'eer

June
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